Audio statement by Ameer Gazwatul Hind, Brother Zakir

Musa HA.

Bismillahi rehmani raheem

Oh Muslim ummah of Kashmir, Oh brothers living in India, Oh soldiers of shariah in subcontinent, oh Mujahideen asalamualikum warehmatulahi wabarakthu.

On the occasion of this EID, I request all of you to make dua for the mujahideen who are fighting for the sake of Allah. May Allah SWT accept all of our good deeds. Ameen

InshaAllah, Allah zawajal would give us nusrah and we would establish the Islamic rule in these lands. The message of Eid ul azha is to sacrifice your body, soul and money for the sake of Allah, this is what Ibrahim PBUH and Ismail PBUH taught us. It was the day of Arfah when everyone from Aadam PBUH till last human being made a covenant with Allah zawajal that Allah is our lord and on the judgment day no one can claim that he was ignorant. It was the day of Arfah when Allah said in Quran that this deen has been completed. Allahmdulillha that Allah blessed us with the gift of Islam and he chose this deen for us. In front of this divine law every other philosophy and every other literature is baatil, be it democracy, secularism or those munafikeen hiding behind the name of islam, we make barra from every such system and every such person. Allah has given us way to destroy these false systems and he has shown us the path of jihad for his sake alone. To tread this path we don’t need permission from any state or certificate from any munafikeen. We don’t wage jihad so that UNO or international community supports us. Indeed Kuffar can never be helpful to the muwahideen. Jihad in kashmir is one of the historical jihads in the world which has seen lots of ups and downs, be it backstabbing or collaborating with kuffar or the atrocities of Indian army. Despite all these setbacks Jihad in Kashmir never stopped and it went on as there was love for this deen present in the hearts of people.

Since last 28 years this jihad in Kashmir has been through lots of phases. There was a time when we were shown dreams that freedom is just a matter of few days. Then came the phase when Indian army and collaborators did lot of atrocities on kashmiriris and created the sense of hopelessness and spread terror all around. But it was Muhajireen who kept this flame of jihad alive with their blood and it appeared that indians wont be able to stay in kashmir for too long. During this phase in 2001 Afganistan was attacked by the occupiers and our so called helper
Pakistani army and govt. backstabbed this ummah, The same mujahideen were declared terrorists, Training camps were shut down. Many brothers associated with kashmiri jihad were killed by them and many were imprisoned. The jihad that was obligatory till yesterday was declared haram by these people. Borders were sealed, they left the path of izzah and they started talking about dialogue, cricket, diplomacy and backdoor policies and hence backstabbed the jihad in kashmir but even then the jihad in kashmir did not stop. When many ppl gave up on jihad in the world for the fear of the present dajjal (US) even then the jihad in kashmir did not stop and it was only with the grace of Allah this candle of jihad never extinguished. Jihad in kahsmir continued even when there were only few brothers among the ranks. We snatched the guns from the indian army and we paved the way with our blood and continued this jihad. We used stones against the enemy when we had no weapons and we have given the examples of bravery and history would be witness to it. When kashmiri muslims were never afraid of these filthy hindu mushrikeen army what makes munafikeen think that we would fear the blame of the blamers? This jihad is not alive as some state supports it. It is alive only with the help of Allah and those martyrs who gave their blood for Allahs cause. Since last 27 years the jihad in kashmir is not alive because of one group or state but becoz of the blood of the marytrs. Every mujahid fi sabillah had only one mission i.e either there will be shariat in kashmir or they would die fighting for it ( Shariyat ya shahdat ). May be they did not have the resources or medium to announce it but that does not mean they were fighting for any other cause.

Be it shaheed adil mir from dadsara, abid khan of handora, shaheed afaq shaheed naseer of kareemabad. Dawood from qaimoh Manzoorul islam from bandirpora ashfaq majeed wani, shaheed abdullah bangroo, shaheed sajad gilkar of srinagar, be it muzamil amin dar, muze mauvli of sopore , be it mutfi hilal of palhalan,be it tanveer zargar and shaheed imtiyaz of baramulla,be it yasin yato of chaudora shaheed irshad gani, shaheed majid of kakpora , be it junaid matooor or shaheed burhan of khudwani. These people did not give their life for some secular state or some democracy but they died for the sake of Allah in order to establish shariaiah in Kashmirl. Many sons of this ummah have given their blood to keep this jihad alive. be it akbar bai of badhksahan, Ibn masud from sudan gazi baba from babarpur and shaheed abu dujana they gave their life for the sake of Allah alone, they didn’t die for the some state or country. Our war is not against the muslims of Pakistan but we make barra from the slaves of America i.e the pakistani army and pakistani government who time and again have betrayed the ummah and tortured, killed and maimed the mujahideen. They in order to please the kuffar of india and america backstabbed the jihad in kashmir. We love every such muslim of pakistan who has shed tears on the martyrdom of shaheed gazi mumtaz qadri and those who are fighting for the sake of Allah. We love those muslims who want to unite the regions of pakistan, afghanistan, india and whole subcontinent under the banner of islam and tawheed. We created ansar gazwatul hind keeping these aspects in mind and in order to free this ummah from the shackels of pakistani army, pakistani govt and indian cow worshipers.

The cow worshipper Narinder modi, no matter how much fire power he gets , no much how much planning and plotting he does, he won’t be able to defeat the sons of tahweed. We have been promised by the prophet of Allah PBUH that we will occupy hind and we will establish shariah in hind and we will take the leaders of this mushrik country in chains. Mujahideen are aware of the trails that the muslims in india are facing and we promise them that we the mujahideen will protect them like a wall and we are preparing for it.
It is true that it appears as a fairy tale that how a handful of mujahideen can fight against such a large and powerful army, however faith reminds us of history. Faith reminds us of the people of elephant who were destroyed by the small birds. Faith reminds us that badr and yarmouk did happen. Faith reminds us of USSR and Americans facing humiliation in Afghanistan. Faith reminds us of Kashmir where the jihad is still being lit by the mujahideen with their blood and the mujahideen there know and believe that Badr and yarmouk will be repeated bidninallahi tala.

This is not a war for land or merger with any taghoot. This war is for freeing the ummah from the shackles of kuffar and to establish the law of Allah zawajal where there would be justice. Our war is against the Indian army, the murtad police of kashmir, government of india, their officers and their political structure and every such individual who would collaborate with the Kuffar and tried to harm this jihad.

In the end I would like to talk about the muslims of Burma who are being slaughtered by the burmese army and buddhist kuffar. We are aware of what is happening there and we make dua that Allah grants victory to the mujahideen over there. We support the Mujahireen from burma living in Jammu and we warn anyone who will try to harm them and we appeal to this ummah to help these muhajireen from burma

May Allah zawajal grant his help and mercy on us.

Translated by Anon brother